IEEE ALBUQUERQUE SECTION AWARDS GUIDELINES

PURPOSE OF AWARDS PROGRAM
The awards program is one of the most important activities in the IEEE. It provides the vehicle to recognize the efforts of the membership to improve the organization, and to bring merit to our profession.

WHO MAY BE NOMINATED
Nominees must be IEEE members

Schedule:
- Call for nominations: April 1
- Nomination packages due: April 22
- Recipient notified: May 1
- Award presentation: IEEE Albuquerque Section Awards Banquet, May 19

WHO CAN NOMINATE
Only an Albuquerque Section member

HOW TO NOMINATE
Electronic submission is the preferred method, but hard copies will be accepted as well.

PROFESSIONAL AWARDS OFFERED

OUTSTANDING SERVICE: Recognizes service to IEEE and to the engineering profession.

OUTSTANDING ENGINEER: Recognizes superior professional and technical achievements within IEEE and to the engineering profession.

OUTSTANDING ENGINEERING EDUCATOR: Recognizes academic accomplishments that have enhanced the profession.

OUTSTANDING ENTREPRENEUR: Recognizes a self-employed member of the Section who, through his/her consulting abilities has made outstanding contributions to the electro-technology profession.

OUTSTANDING YOUNG ENGINEER: Recognizes superior professional and technical achievements by a young engineer (within ten years of his/her highest earned degree) within IEEE and to the engineering profession.

STUDENT AWARDS OFFERED

OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENT: Recognizes graduate academic accomplishments. There are two awards: outstanding male and outstanding female graduate student.

OUTSTANDING UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT: Recognizes undergraduate academic accomplishments. There are two awards: outstanding male and outstanding female undergraduate student.

SEND TO:

Email: Gilberto Zamora at g.zamora@ieee.org